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Flight-Testing The Homebuilt Airplane By Reginald Tunstall, EAA 11859 P. 0. Box 254 Santa Paula, California UCH HAS BEEN written over the years covering the M subject of test-evaluation of light aircraft. Due to the interest in homebuilts, EAA members are now taking



a "second look" at what should be done once their project is completed and ready to fly. The author has by no means researched all available treatises on this subject, nor does he claim to be an expert on it. As any professional test pilot will tell you if you ask: "All the 'experts' are dead!-" Now this does not imply that having built your own airplane is to be the end of safety for you or the machine you created. On the contrary, test flying is not unduly dangerous provided a few basic rules are rigidly adhered to, and the verbal advice of the self-styled "experts" generally disregarded. You will note that the subject will be divided into eight headings, seven of which are quite distinct from each other and equally of importance. Let me stress at this point the importance of remembering that each phase is aided and assisted by the use and application of mechanical tools or instruments whereby certain information is obtained for later correlation and evaluation by the test pilot. The use of this information is guided by well-proven methods and practices, but the obtaining of the information is dependent upon the individual skill and ability of one man — YOU. The average EAA member Homebuilder is a licensed private pilot and a good mechanic to boot; he has to be the latter to create a flying machine. In building his airplane, a tendency to lay off flying for a protracted period usually occurs; how else could one spend many months of labor to build the bird? Once the project is complete, there remains final inspections, check-outs, and licensing — and, at this juncture, the necessity to fly the airplane becomes fully realized. WARNINGl



DON'T DO IT!



Number One Flight



It would be wise at this stage to leave the airplane alone completely and digress along a parallel path for a week or two. Let's look at things objectively for a moment. On the one hand we have a machine which to the



best of our knowledge can fly. On the other hand, we have a pilot who to the best of our knowledge can fly — but wait! How long has it been since he last made a practice emergency landing, or took off and experienced some strange flight characteristic in the airplane or, for that matter, how long since he flew in a strange aircraft? Fortunately there is a means of resolution. Go rent a normal-category airplane plus a qualified instructor for an hour or two and get checked out not just on how to take off, fly the pattern and land, but on emergency procedures, recovery from unusual attitudes, etc. The investment of a few dollars and a little time will really pay off later. When you finally climb aboard your brandnew "labor of love" for that first flight you will feel more comfortable with the prospect of the first flight and equally sure of your own capability to handle any emergency to the maximum of your own skill, rather than just a guess that everything will be okay. Of course, the above recommendation will depend upon the total experience level of the individual, and one cannot comment for the exceptions. But, in general, any pilot who has but 200 or less hours will gain advantages from a brief re-familiarization program. SYSTEMS AND POWERPLANT TEST



Reference 1 (Peter Bowers' article) deals at length with this subject and it is highly recommended that you read it. I would like to add here certain recommendations. SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTS:



While Pete deals with this part of the test program in a quite detailed manner, I take issue with him in stating that many of the functional tests may be conducted by one man. Many of you who are old timers in aviation will recall the old requirements for dual inspections on primary systems, such as flying controls, etc. This double inspection requirement seems to have fallen into disuse over the years, but in our homebuilt pre-flight check-outs it is highly recommended. You know it has often been observed that a second set of eyes pulling a systematic check-out or inspection (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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FLIGHT TESTING . . .



(Continued from preceding page)



of a system can turn up some error, malfunction, or fault that the originator keeps missing. I feel that all primary systems, i.e., flying controls, trim controls, fuel supply, throttle, mixture and carburetor heat, brakes and steering should be given the "twice over" instead of



the "once over" prior to proceeding with your flight-test program. POWERPLANT TESTS:



Most homebuilders start off with a newly overhauled



engine and proceed to "run it in" in the airframe for lack of the facilities of a test cell and "club" propeller. Much has been written pro and con regarding airframe-installed-run-in. The primary recommendations are



sis should be given to control systems and assembly security of the major airframe components. If the aircraft has been disassembled or trucked to the airport since performing the functional tests of the system, the pre-flight



tests must incorporate a check of all structural items and systems affected. Normally, however, the functional tests will be done



during final assembly and/or check-out at the airport, thus requiring the pre-flight tests to be minor in nature — sort of a final check-over before flight in a manner one would accomplish on any aircraft before flight. Again, I would recommend reading Peter Bowers' article to ensure that you establish a detailed check-list of items to pre-flight test.



TAXI TESTING



as follows. Run-in should be completed to a rigid schedule of test runs following the recommendations of the factoryoverhaul manual in general, but with certain differences. Never run in with cowlings installed or baffles in place. A cylinder-head temperature gauge is mandatory and it is preferable to have a plug washer-type thermocouple under the lower plug on each cylinder connected via a selector switch to the gauge. Failing multiple thermocouples, at least one on the lower rear cylinder of the cylinder bank on the right-hand side (viewed from the cockpit) should be hooked up. Of course, an oil-inlet temperature and oil-pressure gauge are also mandatory. The first engine run should be made at 800 rpm holding a constant engine speed. Any cylinder temperature approaching red-line is cause to stop the run; but, providing all temperatures remain at normal values, continue the run for ten minutes. Then, stop and allow the engine to cool down for at least one hour. Why so long? Well, unless you want a shortlived engine, it is vitally important that you allow the molecular structure of the rings, cylinder walls, gear faces, bearing surfaces, and cam and lifter faces to expand and contract several times in order to obtain a smooth surface that retains its "memory" from then on. You could run a new engine for hours on end and never achieve a true "break-in." Of course, overtemperature conditions would prevent this, but, other than overheating, no break-in would occur — damage, yes! The second run should be made at 1000 rpm for 20 minutes, again limiting duration by the red-line limitations if overheating occurs. Once again, allow complete cooling. Subsequent runs are made at 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, and 2200 rpm, for 20 minutes at a time and with



Prior to the first flight, it is important to have some feel for the airplane's handling characteristics on the ground. The effectiveness of the brake system, the ability to steer smoothly and control direction in both the three-point and two-point condition (for tailwheel-type aircraft) is of paramount importance and must be known prior to the first take-off and landing. Several runs down the runway should be planned, commencing with a slow three-point run using partial power to evaluate tailwheel (or nosewheel) capability to hold a straight course. Successive runs at gradually higher speeds should be made until the point is reached where the flying controls begin to show effectiveness. The rudder, elevator, and aileron controls should be exercised to gain "feel" of their effectiveness. Remember that all three control systems will have different "forces" or loadings, and some prior knowledge of their relationship is necessary to prevent over-controlling during the initial flight. The final one or two taxi runs should be similar in approach to an aborted take-off plan, where the aircraft is accelerated fairly rapidly until lift-off (note the airspeed at which lift-off occurs), purposely held a foot or so above the ground while at flying speed and the throttle gradually closed and the aircraft held in a three-point attitude until contact is made. During the roll-out the effectiveness of the brakes to decrease speed and rudder to steer should be fully investigated. The reason for this latter check is to allow for a little excess speed on the first-flight landing. All of the above testing should be performed with a mid-range CG location rather than an extreme forward or aft CG to ensure that no adverse control forces are required. Subsequent to completing taxi testing, reinspect the



one-half hours of run-in have been obtained and the oil screens should be pulled and magnetically inspected for



PRELIMINARY FLIGHT TESTING



complete cooling down between runs. By now, two and



ferrous metal chips or particles.



Any accumulation of



ferrous or non-ferrous alloys found at this time means



trouble and demands engine teardown to investigate why. Providing all is okay, drain the oil and refill the sump with fresh lubricant. Oil is cheap, so let's protect the engine by draining those particles that the screen didn't catch (more on filtration later.) Prior to replacing the cowling, a thorough inspection should be accomplished to insure that all components are secure, linkages and controls functioning and secured properly, and no fuel or



oil leaks exist. If equipment is available, run a cold compression check and record the data for future reference. PRE-FLIGHT TESTS



These are essentially a final repeat of the comprehensive systems tests previously performed, but empha24
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aircraft, paying particular attention to landing gear, wheels, brakes, and flying control systems. Number-One Flight: The take-off should be made under essentially zero wind conditions, and the technique should be similar to the taxi-test lift-offs.



After smooth-



ly increasing speed and attaining lift-off, maintain a climb at indicated airspeed about one and one-half times the previously noted lift-off speed. Once climb speed is attained, reduce throttle (when above 150 feet or so) to climb power (if you have a manifold-pressure gauge, use about 24-inch Hg) or approximately 100-200 rpm less than full power. During the climb-out do not let airspeed build up above one and one-half times the noted lift-off speed. Watch oil pressure, oil temperature, and cylinder-head temperatures. If any approach red-line, level off and reduce power maintaining proper pattern positioning in order to prepare for a landing. If all is well, continue climb-out until at least 5000 feet have been obtained.



Level off and reduce power to maintain the same airspeed. At this speed and power setting, gently feel out the control response in all three axes of control. If trim tabs are installed, gently try each for response and change in stick trim. Do NOT accelerate the aircraft to a higher speed before sensing all three axes of control for stability and positive feel. Each control should be quickly deflected about halftravel and released to observe any tendency to vibration or flutter. Warning/ If vibration or flutter are encountered, immediately reduce power and velocity and stay below the airspeed at which vibration was noted until safely on the ground. Remember that control flutter can become violently undamped oscillations of the surfaces which will lead to break-up of the airframe. If control responses are satisfactory, increase power and speed by three to five miles per hour at a time, and investigate responses again. Do not exceed a normal cruise speed as the maximum velocity at which you plan to investigate control response on this flight. Now reduce speed three to five miles per hour at a time, and investigate response to controls down towards the previously noted lift-off speed. Do not fully stall the aircraft but approach only the point above stall speed at which tail buffet occurs or control-response becomes sloppy and heavy. Do not allow the aircraft to reach an extremely nose-high attitude, where possible elevator effectiveness could begin to decay. If you inadvertently attain this attitude immediately try to dump the nose and, if elevator response will not do this, drop a wing with aileron and follow through until the nose drops and make a normal recovery with power off to prevent a large speed build-up. Turns at no greater than 30-degrees' bank should be made at each speed and power level as a part of the control effectiveness evaluation. Before returning to the airport, attempt several simulated landings at altitude. Reduce power and establish a glide at approximately one and one-quarter times the lift-off speed. Note the rate of descent and effect of throttle and trim in reducing rate of descent at a fixed airspeed. Simulate a flare-out to the point where controls just begin to become heavy. Note particularly the effectiveness of aileron and elevator control at the flare. After no more than one hour of investigating the normal performance regimes noted above, return home and enter the pattern at a speed midway between the already investigated normal cruise speed and stall-entry speed. Keep all turns banked shallow and make a "long final" fr:>m about 500-600-foot altitude, using partial power to reduce rate of descent to less than 500 fpm. The final threshold speed should be about 5-10 mph slower than pattern speed with power used to reduce the rate of descent to a maximum of 100 fpm. Flare-out should be made with smoothly closed throttle and the landing effected at a slightly "hot" airspeed, preferably making a "wheel" landing using rudder to control direction until the forward velocity decays enough for the tail to settle. Braking should not be attempted until the speed is down to a safe range to preclude any chance of a groundloop. REFERENCES



1. "How to Test your Homebuilt," Peter Bowers, "Air Progress Homebuilt Annual," Spring 1966. 2. Flight Testing The Homebuilt, E. L. Melton, 1966.



3. Flight Testing Conventional and Jet Aircraft, Benson Hamlin, Bell Aircraft Corp., 1946.



4. Miscellaneous items from the Journal of the Society of Experimental Test Pilots.



General Aviation Planes Have Safest Record ENERAL AVIATION PILOTS and aircraft had a G better safety record than either the military or airlines in the study of near mid-air collisions conducted by



the Federal Aviation Administration, yet the private fliers are being harassed and regulated against more than any other group, the head of Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association charged. Joseph B. Hartranft, Jr., AOPA President, said an analysis of the voluminous FAA report shows that both on total hours flown and total aircraft operated, general aviation pilots had a rate of up to 20 times fewer reported incidents than either the military or airline aircraft. General aviation operates more than 50 times as many aircraft and flies more than four times as many hours as all the scheduled airlines combined. Hartranft said that based on an estimated 5.6 million hours flown by the airlines last year, there was one airliner involved in a reported incident for every 11,000 flight hours. "General aviation aircraft conservatively flew 24 million hours during the study period," he continued, "and thus had one aircraft in a reported incident for every 19,900 hours. By this comparison, general aviation pilots flew nearly twice as many hours for every reported incident as did the airlines." Hartranft stated that, based on numbers of aircraft operated, general aviation's safety record was even more impressive. "There was one general aviation airplane involved in a reported near mid-air collision for every 103 general aviation airplanes operated, while the military was involved in one for every 30 aircraft and the airlines one for every five airplanes operated." Hartranft said that while the airlines and military combined operated only about 13 percent of the nation's total aircraft, these two segments were involved in approximately 42 percent of all the reported near-collisions which the FAA report termed "hazardous." Hartranft said that because the private airplane operations so overwhelmingly outnumber either airlines or military it could be expected that greater numbers would



be involved in incidents. "It is a tribute to the safety of the private pilot," he declared, "that with nearly 80 percent of the airplanes, the private flyers were involved in



less than half of the hazardous incidents." The AOPA president said his defense of general aviation is not intended to imply complacency nor is it an attack on the safety aspects of military or airline pilots. "Safety is the primary concern of all pilots regardless of what segment of aviation they represent," he said. "It is important, however, that the true safety picture of general aviation be made clear so that steps to maintain air safety are taken properly without sacrificing general aviation's tremendous benefits to the traveling public." ® SPORT AVIATION
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